
Integrity Software: SofTrack

SofTrack Control 
Platform
Providing measured software usage control 
and monitoring while maintaining license 
compliance by documenting utilization of 
selected applications throughout your enterprise

Highlights

– Save money by understanding how your software licenses are utilized
– Reclaim unused software licenses per desktop
– Discover suite/collection components utilized
– Block unwanted application usage
– Concurrently Control selected application usage
–  Idle warning and termination + daily license reset prevent parking of 

licenses without use
–  Automatic administrative usage reports, daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, 

annually
– Reduce software licensing costs
– Complete user and workstation logon tracking
– Stand-alone solution, works in all Windows® environments
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Software licenses are expensive. Now, 
more than ever, they are the lifeblood of 
your organization. How do you ensure full 
benefits from your software acquisitions? 
Overbuying licenses wastes money, too few 
licenses artificially limits your success. Over-
using licenses exposes your organization 
to unplanned expenses such as copyright 
violation penalties and excessive usage fines.

Your difficult job is to reign in costs and 
maximize your budgets, you need help.  
The abundance of software used throughout 
your enterprise necessitates an easy to use 
tool that helps you clearly understand what 
is happening and enabling you to make and 
realize improvements.

Remain in control of your costs by selectively 
monitoring and eliminating wasteful software 
usage and installations. 

Many software licenses are considered to be in-
use merely by being installed. Reclaim licenses 
and save money when you uninstall and remove 
unused software from identified workstations 
including those that have been repurposed.  

Your organization benefits when you understand 
where software is installed but not being used. 

For software licenses where usage is determined 
by activity and not solely based on installation, 
SofTrack Control provides multiple methods to 
ensure compliance and control of costs. 

For consumption-based licenses, actively 
identifying idle software usage including 
forced shutdown that either free valuable 
licenses for immediate use by others or reduce 
consumption-based spending. SofTrack 
Control’s daily license reset further reduces 
unintended usage. 

SofTrack Control’s historical reporting will aid in 
planning ensuring expectations are met when 
renewing software license agreements. 

Be prepared when a software vendor audit 
occurs. You will be able to quickly review 
software usage and installations, helping you 
successfully negotiate a compliance audit. 

As your organization grows, SofTrack Control is 
scalable to fit your needs.

Overview
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How it works

In 1987 we created software metering and 
control with our original product, SiteLock, 
first released in 1988 and renamed SofTrack in 
1993. The idea is simple, a workstation agent 
inspects each user-launched application exe 
file (or dll file) and then either allows or denies 
its use. The workstation agent can operate 
online or offline. When online it will rely on a 
Windows®-based server agent to determine if 
usage is allowed or denied and any particular 
configurations such as idle detection, 
timekeeping, group tracking and more. When 
operating offline, the workstation agent will 
use a set of predetermined rules to either 
allow or deny usage, journaling those usage 
decisions for later upload to the server agent to 
be incorporated into historical reporting. 

The workstation agent has been designed for 
use on all Windows® versions starting with 
Windows® XP and supporting every platform 
option including physical, virtual, and Terminal 
Server/Citrix® sessions. 

The installation of the SofTrack Control 
server and workstation agent is simple. Once 
installed, there are multiple configuration 
options including email alerts/notifications, 
logon tracking and file use auditing. Software 
monitoring and control (passive and active) 
is enabled via the creation of one or more 
License Profiles. Our expert support team 
will ensure your SofTrack Control installation 
supports your requirements and all other 
assistance.
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Customer Success Reports Focus
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–  Providing automated auditing of 
all applications user engage

–  Bentley® (all applications)
–  Autodesk® (all applications)
–  RISA (ADAPT-Builder)
–  ETABS
–  MATHCAD 
–  MATLAB
–  Micro Drainage
–  Midas Civil
–  SOFiSTiK
–  RETAINPRO
–  SAP2000
–  StructurePoint (spBeam;spSlab;sp-

Frame;spMats;spColumn; spWall)
–  SidwellMaps

–  ERSI ArcMap
–  Tekla Tedds
–  Asta Powerproject
–  Enscape
–  SketchUp
–  Solibri
–  Archicad by Graphisoft
–  Bluebeam Revu
–  CADS RC
–  Fagus Structural Software
–  Innovyze ICM
–  MasterSeries
–  Adobe Cloud (all applications)
–  Microsoft Office (all applications)
–  Browser usage (all browser types)

Customers worldwide utilize SofTrack Control to manage and selectively 
control usage of a large variety of expensive applications. 
The following is a partial application list:
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The following is a sample component usage summary report based on 
License Profiles created. Each License Profile represents a normalization 
of related software.

The following is a sample report revealing License Profile usage details 
providing separate details for users and workstations utilized:



Why SofTrack Control?

#1 Save money, a direct correlation,  
such as preventing overuse and over 

consumption of software products such as those 
by Bentley® where uncontrolled usage can result 
in very large billings. SofTrack Control stops over-
use on your terms, meaning if you want some 
over-usage or none, SofTrack will help. If users 
are blocked too often due to license exhaustion, 
this will be an indication to you that more 
licenses would help your team be more effective.

#2 Allow more efficient usage of shared 
software licenses where a user who 

parks a license is preventing others from 
using that license. SofTrack Control prevents 
excessive idle and unwanted multi-day usage.

#3 Save money on suite/collection 
products such as Adobe Cloud. By 

detecting usage of each discrete component 
you will have the insights needed to ensure 
you purchase licenses based on actual 
demand and without guessing as to utilization.

#4 Save money on renewals, discover 
software installations that are never 

used or where they are not expected (such as 
on re-purposed workstations where someone 
forgot to remove an installation) allowing 
removal to reduce software spending on 
renewals. 

#5 Save money on renewals, discover 
where software is installed and rarely 

used, allowing you to determine how to best 
distribute your software installations to make 
best use of expensive software licenses.

#6 SofTrack Control helps you better 
manage the abundance of software 

throughout your enterprise. When your team or 
management wants a report, you will be able 
to provide it.
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What are the compelling arguments for a product 
like SofTrack Control?



Why Integrity Software, Inc.?

SofTrack Control builds on decades of leadership in the software 
metering space that Integrity Software, Inc. first pioneered in 1987. 
Providing active control and passive software usage monitoring with full 
historical reporting for your enterprise.

Benefit from our proven technology that has helped save customers 
worldwide over $1billion in reduced software spending.
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Ready to learn more?

Visit our website for additional 
product details reviewing what our 
solutions have to offer.

Schedule a consultation

Talk to a SofTrack expert today to 
learn how you can start making the 
most of your software assets.
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https://www.softwaremetering.com/control-software-usage.html
https://www.softwaremetering.com/index.html#schedulenow

